Neonatal whisker trimming causes long-lasting changes in structure and function of the somatosensory system.
The significance of very early experience in the maturation of whisker-to-barrel system comes primarily from neonatal whisker or infraorbital nerve lesion studies conducted prior to the formation of cortical barrels. However, the surgical procedures damage the sensory pathway; it is difficult to examine the consequence after the recovery of sensory deprivation. To address this issue, we performed a neonatal whisker-cut (WC) paradigm and examined their behavioral performance during P30 to P35. With fully regrown whiskers, the rats that had whisker cut from the date of birth (P0) to postnatal day (P) 3 (WC 0-3) exhibited shorter crossable distance in the gap-crossing test. However, the rats had whisker cut at P3 only (WC 3) behaved normally in this test, suggesting the critical period for the development of whisker-specific tactile function is P0-P3, agreed with previous findings demonstrated by lesion methods. In the WC 0-3 rats, the cortical areas in the layer IV somatosensory region in relation to the trimmed whiskers were enlarged and the spiny stellate neurons within had larger dendritic span and greater spine density. Furthermore, more long and multiple-head spines were found in these rats. With abnormal structure and function in the somatosensory system, the WC 0-3 rats showed higher explorative activity and more frequent social interactions. Our results have demonstrated that the early tactile deprivation, similar to early visual deprivation, perturbed the developmental program of the brain and affected later behaviors in various aspects.